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Our goal today:

Experience a paradigm shift

made legible by actionable approaches



What is holistic gardening?

SEEING ourselves as one piece in a system of relationships

INVESTING our labor at the level of the system

Taking ELEGANT actions that have stack deep and broad impacts

Seeing life as SACRED for reasons that transcend the material yields it gives us



Pragmatics: 80/20 rule

The goal isn't "purity"



"Nature does not hurry, yet everything is accomplished."

Lao Tzu



Techniques for fighting buttercups



Techniques for fighting buttercups

- Weeding

- Liming

- Drainage

- Sheet mulching



Ways to exist in a world with buttercups

- Intensivity spectrum

- Right plant, right place

- No-till

- Deliberate spacings

- Sheet mulching



"When it is understood that one loses joy and happiness 

in the attempt to possess them, the essence of natural 

farming will be realized."

Masanobu Fukuoka



Techniques for fighting slugs



Techniques for fighting slugs

- Habitat destruction

- Poison

- Traps

- Hunting

- Ducks

- DEATH1!!!1!1



Ways to exist in a world with slugs

- Avoiding poisons

- Rainwater harvesting / dry farming

- High, integrated biodiversity

- Grow mulch on site

- Integrating perennials, including shrubs and trees

- Ducks. Quack quack quack. :)





"By letting it go it all gets done. The world is won by 

those who let it go. But when you try and try, the world 

is beyond the winning."

Lao Tzu



Techniques for fighting rabbits



Techniques for fighting rabbits

- Naive hope

- Habitat destruction

- Traps

- Fencing



Ways to exist in a world with bunnies

- Intensivity spectrum (can include strategic fencing!)

- High integrated biodiversity, including wildlife areas

- Integrating perennials, including shrubs and trees

- Crop selection, right plant right place

- Mindfully grow fertility and mulch on site



"When I let go of what I am, I become what I might be."

Lao Tzu



Fighting things...

… is expensive.

… is hard work.

… is destructive (if we succeed or if we don't!)

… makes stress.

… never, ever ends.



Ten high-value techniques

for holistic gardening



Ten key techniques

1. Using the Intensivity Spectrum between intensive human-managed gardens (to 

optimize productivity) and extensive gardens mostly managed by nature (to 

minimize inputs and labor.) 

2. Natural no-till (no chemicals or plastics) in permanent beds.

3. Avoiding chemical fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, fungicides and plastics.



Ten key techniques

4. Continuous deep, organic mulches.

5. Rainwater harvesting, such as by contour gardening, nurse logs, swales, etc. 

6. High integrated biodiversity, such as through polyculture, guilds and wildlife 

habitat areas.



Ten key techniques

7. Integrating lots of perennials, including shrubs and trees. 

8. Crop selection, “right plant right place.” 

9. Deliberate plant spacings. Usually, this means dense intensive plantings with 

no soil visible between plants, but sometimes it can also mean extra wide 

spacings.

10. Mindfully grow fertility (and mulch) on site instead of importing it by using the 

holistic methods above combined with judicious use of compost. 



"Modern research divides nature into tiny pieces and conducts 

tests that conform neither with natural law nor with practical 

experience. The results are arranged for the convenience of 

research, not according to the needs of the farmer."

Masanobu Fukuoka



Waging war causes problems to spiral.

If we have a problem, it means we have an enemy.

If plants die, then destroy what killed them.

If we have scarcity, remove competing life.

If we have poor soil, take fertility from somewhere else.



Pesticide treadmill

And more broadly, the omnicide treadmill...



Not all that glitters is gold...

"Integrated Pest Management"



Integrated Pest Management Principles

Acceptable Pest Levels - good!

Preventive Cultural Practices - disease resistance (good), crop sanitation (uhhh…)

Monitoring - why?

Mechanical controls - "control" means micromanagement. Getting off course...

Biological controls - using living things as disposable weapons. Oof.

Responsible use of synthetic pesticides - oof.

This is still war, carried out with secondary desire to avoid collateral damage 



"If we throw mother nature out the window, she comes back in 

the door with a pitchfork."

Masanobu Fukuoka



Tending for good allows problems to recede.

Don't resist death, instead add more life.

Don't fight diseases, instead foster richer health.

Don't exterminate pests, make better habitat for all.

Don't steal fertility, allow it to grow and flourish. 



Most natural life contexts are not competitive,
they are mostly additive and cooperative.

Nature does not function through war, but through 
addition and cooperation and balance.

Holism matches reality so it works better!




